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ADAT

whom everything came into being (Fossutr.t
1985:267). In other early Christian sources
the idea of Adam having been God's vicere-
gent crops up occasionally, especially in the
so-called Adam literature (see, e.g., the
Cave of the Treasure; further SroNt 1992).
Philo's distinction between the heavenly
Man of Gen l:27 and the earthly man of
Gen 2:7 may have been one of the tributa-
ries to the development of this motif (Opif.
mundi 134 et al.). In 2 Enoch 30:11-12
(long recension) God says: "On the earth I
assigned him [Adam] to be a second angel,
honoured and great and glorious. I assigned
him to be a king, to reign on the earth and
to have my wisdom. There was nothing
comparable to him on the earth, not even
among my creatures that exist [the angels]."
But the Testament of Abraham ch. 8 (rec. B)
goes a step further when identifying Adam
with a Kavod-like (+6lory) Man in heaven,
"sitting upon a throne of great glory" at the
gates of Paradise, encircled by a multitude
of angels and looking at the many souls
being led to destruction and the few souls
being led to life. "Adam is enthroned in
heaven as the Glory at the end of time"
(Fossun 1985276). The description of
Adam as a "wondrous man," "adorned in
such glory," with a "terrifying apperance,
like that of the Lord" (Test. Abr. I I, rec. A)
clearly recalls Ezekiel's vision in ch. 1. It
would seem that in certain circles with mys-
tical inclinations God's Glory, the Heavenly
Man, and Adam merged into one angelic
figure. On the development of this idea in
later Kabbalistic circles see ScHor-s\l 1974
(Reg., s.v.). The implication that all this
may have for the study of New Testament
christology is a matter of debate.
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ADAT N"TN
I. The Ugaritic male title adn (+y6t61

for god and men has a female counterpart:
adt (< *adattu < *adantu ). Erssrelor
(1939) proposed to read in the lament Jer
22:18 wdhby 'adat, 'oh, Mistress', implying
that a female deity is invoked.

II. At Ugarit, adt occurs as the female
counterpart to adn. adt is not only used to
indicate the Ugaritic queen-mother, but also
the mother-goddess as can be inferred from
names like bn adrl* = DUMU a-da-ta-ya
(PRU VI, 83 iv:l1); rA-da-ti-ya (PRU III,
p.114:29); 'bdadt = \x-a-da-te (F. GnoN-
oxlr, Die Personennamen der Texte aus
Ugarit lStP 1; Roma 19611 45.90; KTU
3.3:12; PRU VL,19:19, 185:2'); hyadr (PRU
lI, 4'7:22); rSim-a-da-te (PRU VI, 107:6);
lflUm-mi-a-da-te (PRU V, 107:7). The title
'dl. 'mistress', is attested in Phoenicia for
Ba'alat of Byblos (KAI 6:2; 7:4) and for
+Astarte (KAI 29:2). In a proto-sinaitic
inscription from Serabit el-Khadim +Baalat
(= +Hathor) is given this epitheton (CPS1
No. 37). It also occurs in Palmyra (J.
CeNuNEeu, Syria 11 [1936] 334-335;
Norn 1937:345). Finally, the Egyptian-
Asiatic female personal name 'dwtw (Papy-
rus Brooklyn 35.1446 vs 15a; ScHNptoEn
1981:264) must be noted. In Aramaic
inscriptions the title mr(')t/mardt (= -Atar-
gatis?) is used next to mara', 'lord', more
than once (DISO 166-167; KAI242).

III. It is not settled whether or not the
female title 'mistress' for the divine occurs
in the Old Testament. Erssrnrpr (1938:489;
cf . HALAT 12. 231) proposed to read in the
lament Jer 22:18 wdh6y 'adat, 'oh, Mis-
tress', (parallel to 'ahbt in the preceding
colon), though the masoretic text, wdh6y
hod6, 'oh, his majesty', is rather clear (but
see W. L. Holr,qoav, Jeremiah 1 [Phil-
adelphia 19861 592,597). The only indica-
tion that the title was known in an Israelite


